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As the string collective A Far Cry enters its 11th season, this group appears
to be not just raising the caliber of its performances but deepening its own
sense of artistic mission. Bringing new works into the world through
commissions was always part of its agenda, but A Far Cry’s latest project –
a hauntingly beautiful, evening-length song-cycle entitled “The Blue Hour”
– reflects a whole new level of ambition, care, and capacity.

The new piece, which received its local premiere on Friday night in Jordan
Hall, is a rare species in contemporary classical music: a successful group
composition. Forming its backbone are selections from “On Earth,” an
expansive poem by Carolyn Forché from her 2003 collection, “The Blue
Hour.” And the task of setting the text for solo vocalist (here, the estimable
Brazilian jazz singer Luciana Souza) with string orchestra, was divided
among no less than five composers: Rachel Grimes, Sarah Kirkland Snider,
Angélica Negrón, Shara Nova, and Caroline Shaw.
The work’s evocative power begins with Forché’s poem itself, which takes
the form of a catalog of scattered images and impressions said to be passing
before the eyes prior to death. And to bring order to the chaos of memory,
rapture, and regret, the poet organizes her parade of earthly images in
alphabetical order. “[R]efugee, relic, reverie/ sanctuary, sea glass, sorrow.”
The poem accumulates its poetic force gradually, as images stack upon
images, as a life approaches its end with the lock-step forward motion of
the alphabet. There is an aura of deep personal intimacy in this work, yet
Forché has also been hailed as a poet adept at blurring the lines between
the personal and the political, and bearing witness to a century’s multiple
darknesses. That sense of witnessing is here too.
These themes seem to have all been registered and deftly amplified by the
project’s composers, whose own settings, interspersed in no apparent
order, manage to cohere stylistically while still retaining differences in
individual voice, like distinct beads of a single necklace. The music they
have written has a poised, almost ritualized bearing, and its dominant
impulse is toward a cool silvery lyricism, clouded at times by dissonant
images in the text — and by harsh sonorities (crushed strings, wild
arpeggiations) rising up from the strings.
On Friday night, A Far Cry performed at its considerable best. And Souza
was the ideal vocalist for this project. She sang with consummate warmth
yet also with a command of color and vibrato that allowed her voice by
turns to cut through the ensemble, to emerge from deep within it like
another instrument, or to soar over and above. Her performance was more
than beautiful. It was consolatory, and true to the work’s air of ultimate
things. Or as the text of “On Earth” states at one point, seeming to reflect on
its own likeness and goal: “the little notebook of poems in the pocket of a
corpse/ to remain haunted/ to rescue the future.”

